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Teacher's Guide prepared by Gail Skroback Hennessey 

  
Gail Hennessey taught social studies at Harpursville Central School in New York State for 33 years. She 
writes often for children’s publications and is the author of six books for teachers and students. In 1988, 
she was named Outstanding Elementary Social Studies Classroom Teacher of the Year from the New York 
State Council for the Social Studies and also named Outstanding Elementary Social Studies Teacher of the 
Year by the National Council for the Social Studies.  Check out her helpful Web site for teachers at 
www.gailhennessey.com  
  
The following teacher’s guide is designed to assist the classroom teacher in using the November 2011 
issue of Spider Magazine. Common Core Standards are addressed in the guide including a focus on read-
ing informational text, vocabulary development, phonics, decoding skills, listening skills and fluency.  
 
Students are introduced to a variety of materials on different topics and genres to build their knowledge, 
experience and joy of reading. Questions are scaffolded and a variety of writing opportunities are sug-
gested throughout the teaching guide. Oral speaking and listening standards are also addressed in the 
guide as well as offering cross curricular activities to help you utilize the magazine in your classroom.  
 
Helpful  reminders:   
Pre-Reading: Pre-reading prepares students for learning by activating their prior knowledge about the 
topic featured in the text. 
During-Reading: Reading strategies teach comprehension by making connections, generating questions 
, an determining importance by guiding the reader to use proficient reader strategies. 
After-reading: After activities connect the old and new knowledge and help students frame it in some 
way to their lives. 
 
 
Students will be able to : 
1. analyzed word similarities and differences 
2.. appropriately participated in chorally reading activities.  
3. read with accuracy and increased fluency during partner reading and independent reading activities.  
4. increased their listening and speaking vocabulary as well as conversational skills.  
5. shown evidence of listening and reading comprehension.   
6. demonstrated accurate story imaging or visualization skills.  
7. demonstrated an ability to sequence events in a story  
8. identified rhyming words in a poem.   
9. read with appropriate expression 
10. created illustrations that creatively portray the topic or text.   
11. demonstrated the ability to evaluate a piece of writing.  
 
Materials: 

Copies of the November/December issue of Spider 
Map of the World 
Websites of interest 
 

Session 1: 
1. November’s holiday of Thanksgiving is the topic in “Doodlebug and Dandelion, Table Manners.” Start 
by asking the students to list 7 things for which they are thankful. Using one of the items on their lists for 



 

 

which they are thankful, make a poem and encourage the students to share their finished poem with the 
rest of the class. 
2. Ask the students to share examples of proper table manners. Possible answers might include: don’t 
chew with your mouth open or filled with food, say thank you for someone passing food dishes to you, 
use your fork and not your hands (unless it is “finger food”), don’t reach over someone else to grab at 
food dishes, don’t burp at the table (unless you live in Japan), use a napkin, don’t pick your teeth, etc.) 
Explain that in the reading, “Doodlebug and Dandelion, Table Manners,” the family welcomes a pig to the 
Thanksgiving dinner celebration. 
3.Assign the students a partner and distribute a copy of Spider magazine.  Introduce the issue, looking at 
the cover, title page and table of contents.  Ask for comments, reactions and predictions.  Take a guided 
picture walk through the issue, reading captions and noting illustrations. 
4. Have the students turn to “Doodlebug and Dandelion, Table Manners”  by Pamela Dell,on pages 4-8.  
Tell the students as the story is read to search for words they think should be highlighted and discussed 
further.  Some words may include: disdainful, trotter, exclaimed, yodeling, surveyed, scanned, 
porcine, and Borneo. Encourage students to use context clues to arrive at the vocabulary words’ 
meanings and to create additional sentences using the vocabulary words from the reading. 
5. Have students take turns reading the article on pages 4-8 stopping after each page to review and dis-
cuss what is happening in the story.  
6. On pages 4, encourage students to give descriptive phrases to describe what they see in the pictures.  
7. After finishing the story, have small groups do a sequencing activity. Give each group seven strips of 
paper. Have the students write an event from the story on each strip of paper. Give another group the 
sequencing papers to place in proper order. 
8. This story has lots of vivid description. Discuss the purpose of adjectives and adverbs to help make 
words come alive. Have students in pairs review pages 4-8 for adjectives and adverbs.  For each adjec-
tive, have the student list the noun for which it describes.  For each adverb, have the students list the 
verb for which the adverb gives more description. Mention that many adverbs end in “ly” and answer the 
questions: "how," "when," "where," "how much".  
NOUN/Adjective  VERB/ Adverb/ what question does it describe 
(example: Adjective: comfy chair)  (example: observed quietly)  
1. 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
 
Regroup and discuss the activity on Adjectives and Adverbs. 
9. Pretend you are one of the characters in the story and write a paragraph about what you are thinking 
about during Thanksgiving dinner. 
10. On a world map, show where the island of Borneo is located. 
http://www.factmonster.com/ce6/world/A0808381.html 
 
Session 2: 
1. Ask the students to define the term, tradition. Ask the students to think of different traditions of those 
that practice the Judaism, Christianity, Islam, etc. As the students to think of school traditions or town 
traditions. 
2. Explain that in the reading, “Dov and the Imp” by Joan B. Stuchner, on page 10-13, they will read 
about a tradition practiced after the Jewish Sabbath, Havdalah.  Ask the students what the word “sab-
bath” means? 
3. In small groups, have the students take turns reading a section of the story. 
4.  After reading the article, have partners of students do the following activity: 



 

 

Make a chart of Nouns and Verbs.   
Have students review pages 10 and 13 and jot down as many action verbs and nouns as they can iden-
tify. Return to a class group and review the words that the students have listed on their chart. 
5. Have the students answer the following comprehension questions: 
A. Describe a spice box. (Braided candle inside, wine from silver cup) 
B. What does the phrase, Shavva Tov, mean? (Have a good week) 
C. The Imp does not like which smells? (cinnamon and cloves) Which smells does the imp 
like?(rotting brussels sprouts and old fish heads.) 
D. How did Dov get rid of the imp?(covered the honey pot with the imp inside out into the 
sea) 
E. What happened to the Imp?(ate the honey inside the pot, used magic to escape) 
F. Why didn’t the imp return to the home?(no sense of direction). 
G. What does gorge mean? What is does Sabbath mean? 
6. Give the students 7 strips of paper and have them place an event from the story on each of the strips. 
Exchange with another group to place the events of the story in proper sequence. 
7. This link gives more information on  Havdalah that might be helpful. 
http://judaism.about.com/od/prayersworship/a/havdalah.htm 
 
Session 3:  
1. Ask the students to define what a constellation is and show an example. This virtual telescope has 
some interesting information on constellations. http://library.thinkquest.org/3645/constellations.html 
2. Explain that early people created stories to explain many of the patterns of stars, called constellations.  
“How Big Bear Stuck to the Sky”, A Native American Legend, retold by Kathleen Muldoon, pages 16-20, 
tells the story of Ursa Major (the Big Bear constellation). 
3. Pass out copies of Spider magazine and have the students open to “How Big Bear Stuck to the Sky”, 
on pages 16-20. Have students take turns reading the legend. After reading, have students do the follow-
ing graphic organizer: 
Steps to problem solving: What is Fisher’s problem? 
A. What is the problem?  
B Who was involved in solving the problem?  
C, Where did the problem occur?  
D When did the problem occur?  
E. What things happened while trying to solve the problem? 
I. Was Fisher successful in solving the problem? 
After students have had an opportunity to finish the activity, rejoin as a class and review the answers 
with the entire group. 

4. Ask the students to answer the following questions: 

A. What does Fisher try to bring to Earth? (summer and warmer temperatures) 

B. Who does Fisher hope to ask for help? (Great Spirit) 

C. Who goes with Fisher to seek help? (otter, Lynx, and wolverine) 

D. Describe the journey.(over frozen lakes rivers, icy twigs, climbed hills, slid down valleys) 

E. How did Fisher help the group as they went to the place where Earth is closest to 
Sky?(caught fish) 



 

 

F. How did each creature try and get into the sky?(bear scratched, otter hit, lynx pounced, 
wolverine jumped and caused a tiny crack) 

G. What did they see when they got into the sky? (beautiful birds) 

H. How did the birds help spread the sun’s warmth to the earth?(flapping of their wings. 

I. How did Fisher help make a bigger hole in the sky’s floor? (used his sharp teeth, to gnaw 
off more pieces) 

J. Who got upset with what Fisher was doing? (Sky people). What did they call the creatures 
and why?(thieves for stealing the warmth of the sun) 

K. How did Great Spirit reward Fisher for his persistence?(place of honor in the sky) What is 
the name of Fisher’s constellation? (Ursa major) 

5. What does the word, persistence mean? Have you ever been persistence about something? Maybe, a 
student tried to convince their parents to let them take up a sport, a musical instrument, etc. Encourage 
students to discuss the term and give examples of how they may have used this character trait. Discuss 
other positive character traits. Have students draw/color a self portrait. Write 4 character traits to de-
scribe themselves and give and example to show this trait. For example, a student may say they are re-
sponsible. An example, would be that they set the table every night for dinner, etc. 
 
Session 4: 

1. Show a picture of a polar bear and a picture of a brown bear. Ask the students if they have any prior 
knowledge about either of these bear. 

2. Explain that in the reading,”The Dark Past of the Polar Bear”, by Rebecca E. Hirsch, on pages 22-25, 
they will learn the differences between the two bears. 

3. Have the students read the article and afterwards, do the following graphic organizer. 

Compare/Contrast the two bears: 

Polar Bear        Brown Bear 
Teeth 
Fur 
Paws 
 
4. After reviewing the graphic organizer, ask the students to define the following words: absorb, envi-
ronment, traits, glacier, scatter, carnivores, omnivores, 
5. Draw/color a picture of a polar bear and write 4 facts learned from the reading about the polar bear. 
6. Pretend to be a polar bear living at the Arctic. Write a paragraph describing a day in your life. What do 
you do all day? How do you feel with the melting glaciers, etc. 
7. Review adjectives and adverbs (done with the first reading in this issue) Have students review this ar-
ticle to find examples by doing the following graphic organizer: Try and find 7 examples for each. 
ADJECTIVES   NOUN 



 

 

ADVERBS    VERB       Re-
group and review the reading with the students and go over their lists of noun/adjectives and 
verbs/adverbs.  

8. Learn more about the polar bear and brown bear at this link: 
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/polar-bear.html   and 
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/brown-bear/   

Session 5: 

1. Ask the students if they have any prior knowledge of life during colonial times. Encourage to share 
information on this time period. Then, ask the students if they have any knowledge on the Revolutionary 
War and George Washington. Explain that the story, “Nelly’s Sweet Song” by Jennifer Riesmeyer Elvgren, 
on pages 27-32, is a true story about an event that happened in the life of George Washington’s grand-
daughter. 

2. Before reading, ask the students that if they could be related to any famous person, living or dead, 
who might they wish they could say was a relative?  Encourage students to give a reason for their choice. 

3. Pass out copies of Spider magazine and have the students open to the story, Nelly’s Sweet Song, on 
pages 27-32. Have students take turns reading a passage of the reading, stopping to discuss the story 
after each page. 

4. After reading, have small groups make 5-7 comprehension questions to exchange with another group 
to answer. For example: What did Nellie seem to do wrong as she waited for the return of her grand-
papa?(broke glasses while helping to set the table, dropped eggs needed for the cake, had trouble trying 
to knit a gift) What gift did Nellie share with her grandpapa?(playing the spinet and singing) 

5. Pretend to be Nellie or one of the other characters and write a paragraph describing more about 
Grandpapa’s coming home, how you felt and what you may have asked your grandpapa? 

6. Review the story and have the students do a graphic organizer answering the following questions: 
WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, WHY to demonstrate the key understanding of the reading. 

7. These links might be of interest: http://georgewashington.si.edu/kids/portrait.html and the story, “Mrs. 
Portulaca Purpilopilis and the Purple Adventure Goggles meet George Washington”: 
http://www.gailhennessey.com/index.shtml?Mrsp3.html 

Overall Assessment: 
The teacher will assess the students’ 
1. Ability to work together with a partner or in groups. 
2. Oral responses to discussion and retelling for listening and comprehension competency.  
3.Ability to clearly express their ideas orally and in writing 
4. Ability to read and understand vocabulary  
5. Ability to write their own sentences , poems, etc. 
6. Ability to make connections 
7. Increased fluency as demonstrated in their independent oral reading, buddy reading, etc. 
 

 


